
  Security Risk Management
Connect your incident data to your risks to facilitate data-driven decisions and 

investments to help you reduce overall security risk.

Practice ESRM with Ease
Resolver incorporates globally established risk principles to guide you through the ESRM process 
step-by-step, and supports the overarching ERM, ORM, and IRM models.  Help your security 
team establish a clear understanding organization-wide of the impacts of security incidents.

Perform Location-Based Asset Planning 
Identify critical assets at each location to ensure they are protected with the right level of controls 
and security investments based on the risk appetite of the owners.

Measure Security ROI
Connect your incident data to risks and uncover leading indicators of incidents that typically have 
a small impact but might create vulnerability that would have a much larger impact. Optimize your 
limited resources by controlling the incidents that would cause the greatest risk and impact on your 
organization.

Enhance Performance
With a link to incident management and embedded security risk assessments, business and 
asset owners can see the full picture of how their KPIs relate to specific assets. Easily map these 
assets to locations, regions, markets, and business units to ensure top performance.
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Track Assets & Risks

Track the actual and perceived value of assets, identify 
critical assets, and easily produce a risk register with 
related incident metrics for live KPIs and early indicators of 
emerging or growing risks. 

Perform Site Assessments
Resolver’s security audit app allows you to profile 
locations, upload picture findings, and report issues. 
Assessment overviews provide clear visibility into 
the requirements that need attention to reduce risk.

 
Manage Corrective Actions
Easily monitor corrective actions with a consolidated view 
of identified issues and corrective actions filed during 
assessments, audits, and investigations. Ensure corrective 
actions are addressed by the appropriate stakeholders in 
a timely manner.

Prove Your Value
Improve your impact by focusing security on the 
highest risks to your organization’s objectives. Easily 
show your impact on risk reduction with heatmaps 
and reports that show saves and negative events.
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Corrective Action Assignment and Tracking

Deficiencies can be prioritized and tracked to 
completion by the user and their management 
group.

Audit Progress Monitoring

Automated audit scoring based on your 
organization’s plan allows you to track progress 
in real-time.

Web-based Mobile Platform

Complete forms and checklists from any location 
on any web-enabled mobile device or tablet.

Workflow and Approvals 

Automate any process including submission, 
approval and corrective action assignment.

Reporting

Easily report on audit progress and track 
your facilities’ audit scores over time. Analyze 
the effectiveness of security policies across 
locations.

Integrate with Incident and Investigations 

Reporting

Capture all forms of incident reporting through 
a common platform and build one database of 
incidents to aid investigations.

Security Audit

Built-in security audit functionality allows you to identify vulnerabilities and risks at each location and ensure 
corrective actions are addressed to help keep your organization protected.
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Resolver helps our customers become secure and resilient; ready to respond to 
every threat and opportunity. We do this by enabling them to manage both risk 
and security across the enterprise in a single solution. Our intuitive integrated risk 
management software for mid to large-sized organizations includes solutions 
for risk management, corporate security, business resilience and IT risk. Resolver 
enables these teams to drive user adoption, share data more effectively, streamline 
operations and provide more actionable insights throughout the organization. 

How Resolver Can Help

Want to learn more? Let’s talk.
resolver.com  |  info@resolver.com  |  1-888-891-5500
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